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been detected the derice will produce the
following sensory stimulations sequentially.

Abstract:
This paper describes a baby alarm system for

deaf parent having multiple sensory D
stimulations. The types of simulations used ii)
iii)
are visu4 tactile, vibrational and heating.
iv)

Flashing
Flashing
Flashing
Flashing

lieht
light and vibrating pad.
light and large vibration.
light and heating pad.

The time interual between two

INTRODUCTION

sensory stimulations can be

successive
adjusted by the

Deaf parents af,e unable to hear the baby user.
crying even with conventional hearing aid
unless the baby is very hear to them. The Further the device may be operated in
problern becomes more acute when the continuous mode or in auto off mode. In
parents are
either sleeping deepty or continuous mode all the various sensory

devices will be continuousty activated one at a
time, unless the device is switched off. In
auto off mode the device automatically will be
Presentty available devices mainly consist of switched off after all the sensory devices are
flickering lieht which is activated by the sound activated once.
produced by the crying of the baby (2). This

engaged in some other activities in the
room or nearby (1).

same

visual indication is useful only when

the
parents are not sleeping. The dwice proposed
is activated onty by the sound produced by the

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE BABY
ALRAM SYSTEM

baby while crying.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The complete block diagram of the device is
shown in fig (1). fui active band pass filter
has been used to detect the crying. The
frequency of the sound produced by the
sensory crying of a baby lies in the range at 250 Hz to

This device provides a number of
stimulations such as flashing light, vibrating 650lfz.
pa4 large vibratiorq heating pad etc. to the
deaf parents in order to deft them about their The band
baby while crying.

However this device will nof activate if the
baby caries for once or twice. In case the
baby cries continuousty for 5 times or more
with in a period of one minute then only the
dsvice will be activated. Once the crying has

pass filter easily p:lss€s the sound
produced by the crying of the baby and stops
any other sormd outside this frequency range.

The output of the filter is connected to a
schmitt trigger circuit to generate a proper
clock pulse. This pulse is then applied to a
mode '5' coturter to detect frve times crying of
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Figure

1:

The output of the mode '5' counter is used to
set a flip-flop to control a gate used along wittl
main clock pulse, for the main counter. The
output from the main counter has been used
to activate different ssnsory devices.

CONCLUSION

It is a portable low cost device, and can be
modified to use iN a callhg bell a theft
detector, etc. making it a multipurpose one.
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